
Supplementary Text S1

Mathematical model of competitive mixtures experiments

In order to model competitive mixtures experiments we extend the within-host model de-
scribed by Petrie et al. [1] to account for co-infection by two competing viruses (A and B). Of
note, the model is fit to both infectious and total (infectious and non-infectious) viral load,
measured by the TCID50 and RT-PCR assays respectively. The resulting model (Figure 1)
is similar to an in vitro co-infection model developed by Pinilla et al. [2].

We assume that each virus (V TCID
A and V TCID

B ) competes for the same target cell (T )
resources:

dT

dt
= −βATV TCID

A − βBTV TCID
B . (1)

Upon infection, target cells (T ) progress through a latent phase (L) before becoming infec-
tious (I) as described by the following equations:

dLA

dt
= βATV

TCID
A − kALA (2)

dLB

dt
= βBTV

TCID
B − kBLB (3)

dIA
dt

= kALA − δAIA (4)

dIB
dt

= kBLB − δBIB (5)

dV TCID
A

dt
= pAIA − ch ,AV

TCID
A − dinf ,AV

TCID
A (6)

dV TCID
B

dt
= pBIB − ch ,BV

TCID
B − dinf ,BV

TCID
B (7)

dV RNA
A

dt
= ξApAIA − ch ,AV

RNA
A (8)

dV RNA
B

dt
= ξBpBIB − ch ,BV

RNA
B . (9)

Details of all state variables and parameters in this model are shown in Table 1. The waiting
time distribution in the L and I compartments is modelled by an Erlang distribution by
splitting each state into 20 stages as previously described by Petrie et al. [1].

The experiments investigated mutations within the NA gene, and a primary function
of NA is to release budded virus from the surface of infected cells [3, 4]. We therefore
assumed that observed differences in within-host viral kinetics between strains arose through
a difference in the production rate of infectious virus from infected cells (pA 6= pB). All other
model parameters were assumed to be identical for both strains. The ratio of the production
rates (pB/pA) serves as a measure of relative within-host fitness.
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Figure 1: Model schematic. Schematic of the within-host co-infection model.

Fitting the model to experimental competitive-mixtures data

When fitting model outputs to experimental data, the infectious concentration of both viruses
combined (V TCID

comb = V TCID
A + V TCID

B ) is fit to TCID50 data, the viral RNA concentration of
both strains combined (V RNA

comb = V RNA
A +V RNA

B ) is fit to RT-PCR data, and the proportion of
viral RNA comprised of virus B (V RNA

B /V RNA

comb) is fit to pyrosequencing data.
We use identical initial conditions for T , L, I, and V TCID

comb to those used previously by

Petrie et al. [1], i.e.: T (0) = 7 × 107, L(0) = I(0) = 0 (for each strain), and V TCID

comb(0) is
a fitted parameter. For each mixture group we fix the initial infectious virus B proportion
(V TCID

B (0)/V TCID

comb(0)) to the proportion prepared in the inoculum. The initial total:infectious
proportion for both viruses combined (V RNA

comb(0)/V TCID

comb(0)) is fit to the RT-PCR:TCID50 ratio
as measured in the inoculum, and the initial total virus B proportion (V RNA

B (0)/V RNA

comb(0)) is
fit to inoculum pyrosequencing data.

Model parameters are estimated by minimising the sum of squared residuals (SSR) be-
tween model outputs and data. MATLAB 2011b’s genetic algorithm is used to ensure that
the global minimum of the SSR is obtained and to generate non-parametric 95% confidence
intervals for parameter estimates, as described previously by Petrie et al. [1].
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Table 1: Definitions of all state variables (compartments) and parameters in the
model.

Description Units

T number of target cells cells
L number of latently infected cells cells
I number of productively infected

cells
cells

V TCID concentration of free infectious viri-
ons measured via TCID50 infectivity
assay

TCID50/ml of nasal wash

V RNA concentration of total viral RNA
(vRNA; present in both infectious
and non-infectious virus) measured
via RT-PCR assay

vRNA copies/ml

β rate governing infection of target
cells by infectious virions

(TCID50/ml)
−1 d−1

p rate of production of infectious viri-
ons

(TCID50/ml) cell
−1 d−1

k transition rate from latent to pro-
ductive infection

d−1

δ death rate of productively infected
cells

d−1

ch host-driven clearance rate (assumed
to be the same for both infectious
and non-infectious viral particles)

d−1

dinf rate of degradation of infectious viri-
ons to non-infectious viral particles
(fixed to dinf = 3.12d−1; a value de-
termined previously in vitro for two
H1N1pdm09 viruses [2]).

d−1

ξ ratio of total vRNA measured via
rRT-PCR to infectious virions mea-
sured via TCID50, as produced by
infected cells

vRNA copies/TCID50
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Alternative biological drivers of strain-dependence in viral kinetics

In using the within-host mathematical model to calculate the relative within-host viral repli-
cation fitness (Table 1, main results) we made the assumption that the observed strain-
dependence in viral kinetics arose due to differing infectious virus production rates between
strains. However there are other possibilities regarding strain-dependent biological processes
that could generate differences in viral load kinetics and hence explain the experimental
observations.

Several of these alternative explanations have been investigated recently in vitro for cer-
tain H275Y mutant strains and related wild-type strains [2], including the possibility that the
duration of the latent period (the time between infection and release of viral progeny) differs
between strains, or that the production rate of non-infectious virus differs between strains.
However each of these hypotheses have limitations when investigating relative within-host
fitness in the competitive mixtures experimental system.

The former is capable of generating scenarios in which co-infecting strains effectively do
not compete for target cells (due to either large viral inocula infecting most available target
cells prior to the production of any progeny virus within a host, or to each strain infecting very
few target cells throughout the entire course of infection). The latter fundamentally assumes
that there is no fitness difference between strains, as the within-host ratio of infectious virus
by strain is assumed to be constant over time.

The potential for little or no competition between strains under either of these biological
scenarios is inconsistent with the picture of outgrowth that we see across multiple host-to-host
transmission events in many of the competitive-mixtures experiments performed in this work.
A more complex model that describes within host viral kinetics and host-to-host transmission
within a single framework, and which could be fitted simultaneously to data from both donor
and recipient ferrets, may be required to appropriately explore such alternative biological
hypotheses. Such a model is under active development.
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